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(Channeling begins) 
 

 
 
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright. We’re going to get a little deeper connection here into the channel. For those of you who 
do channel you know you can have degrees of depth and I want to get in a little bit deeper here, so 
feel more words and I should be there. Good.  
 
Alright. We have Leap Day, Leap Year but Leap Day specifically coming up during this week with 
the Moon in healing Scorpio first and a few other things going on.  
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I’m going to say that the weekend can be very psychic, a lot of high activity. We’re going to work 
with quite a lot of inner planes communication. It’s also a very good time to leap forward with 
World Peace. And then just a reminder that that can include some Joy.  
 
And leap is really kind of a way to catch up the calendar but also tends to support Feminine 
Movement or Feminine Power awakening, so even in a very masculine man, there is that feminine 
kind of nurturing quality on the rise. So it should be interesting to see how that plays out in the 
world.  
 
So in the meantime, leap forward with excitement and joy and be willing to leap into unknown 
realms so that you can see what your Higher Self has in store for you.  
 
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you. 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet) 
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